Our best selling fence. The Sierra offers elegant lines to accentuate your landscape.
The traditional look of fence. The Appalachian adds graceful aesthetics to your home in addition to a strong protective presence.

Biltmore

Discontinued
Outback

The Outback blends the smooth top styling lines with the strong presence of the spear-top picket. A perfect addition to your backyard playground.

Bronze Color with Bar Capped Posts

54" Drop Rail

Manhattan

The Manhattan offers a touch of elegant variation to any countryside or cityscape.

Shown in White
Pool Code

Safe & Dependable

54” Drop Rail

Arched gate featuring pool safety latch.

Our 54 Inch Drop rail is offered in Sierra and Outback styles only. The 54 inch height meets the National BOCA Pool Code.

Commercial Carolina

Commercial Carolina is simply beautiful. With only 2 rails (commercial grade) this style gives an aura of openness. 48 Inch high Commercial Carolina meets BOCA code.

Available in 6’ and 8’ lengths

Pool Code

It is the responsibility of the homeowner to ensure that the purchased fence meets local pool code. Sentinel Fence recommends that the customer contact their local municipal authority for pool codes.
Cathedral
French Gothic Styling makes this a favorite.

Available Exclusively from Sentinel Fence

Elegant Arch
Put a little touch of Italy in your backyard with this classic style.

San Fran
Classic scallop design reflects its namesake and is pleasing to the eye.

Floridian
Simple elegant design
Gates

Estate Gates

Double Swing

Rainbow Style

Custom Monogram

Custom Gates

Contact our customer service department for more information regarding the many options available.

Renaissance

BR1 high x 10ft wide Convex Arch with Gold Lions and 4 post columns
Choose the right fence

Residential Grade is most commonly used around swimming pools and private residences. It can withstand 300 lbs vertical load placed mid-rail.

Commercial Grade is our most popular grade of aluminum fence. It can be used for homes, small businesses, or community pools and parks. This sturdy aluminum can hold up to 500 lbs. Balanced vertically in the middle of a section.

Industrial grade is the strongest grade of fence we make. It can withstand a 1000 lb vertical load placed mid-rail. This stanchion fence is ideal for securing corporate grounds.
Environmentally Friendly Powder Coating

Process Providing a Lasting Finish for your Investment

We coat all of our products using an Environmentally Friendly electrostatic powder coating process. Powder Coating not only leaves an extremely durable and weather resistant coating on our products, it does not emit the large amount of VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds) that is common in liquid coating processes which damages the atmosphere. Our coating is guaranteed to meet and exceed the stinginess performance requirements of the American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA-2603) against corrosion and fading, keeping your purchase looking beautiful and MAINTENANCE FREE.

Using the Strongest Materials in the Industry

We use 6000 series aluminum for all of our fence panels and posts, with properties unsurpassed by others manufacturers. These materials offer high corrosion resistance coupled with great strength.

Available Colors

Colors not exactly as shown

Sentinel Black  Polar White  Antique Bronze  Metallic Gold

Adornments

(Note: Pictures Not To Scale)

Commercial Wall Mount  Ball Cap  Standard Post Cap

Residential Wall Mount  Adjustable Wall Mount

Brass Handle Gate Latch  Eagle (welded to gate)

Stainless Gravity Latch  Traitor Scroll  Large Scroll  Ivy Scroll